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MULTILINE NEXT AC. MOBILE PATIENT COUCH FOR OUTPATIENT SURGERY.

Exclusively Distributed by:
aida care
HEALTHCARE EQUIPMENT

GREINER
GREINER MEDBEST: MEDICAL DEVICES MADE IN GERMANY.

In response to the wishes of patients and those treating them, GREINER has taken up the challenge of developing innovative solutions that address clinical and economic needs in equal part. Made by GREINER means made in Germany. A consistently high standard is applied in the development and production of GREINER couches. The same applies to our range of services. We achieve this by translating our flair for innovation into fully automated processes and handmade quality. High standards in design, materials, engineering and ergonomics combined with client-oriented flexibility make GREINER a partner to quality-conscious customers at the highest level.

NEW COUCH CONCEPT FOR OUTPATIENT SURGERY.

Outpatient surgery centres depend on flexibility, precision of timing and handling, mobility and safety; the efficient use of space and cost-effectiveness are also critical. In short, patients should be fully involved in processes before and after an operation. In the modern clinical environment, cumbersome hospital beds make life needlessly difficult for healthcare teams and patients alike. Hospitals need couches that can admit prepared patients for operations with maximum flexibility and sta-bility, transport them safely and comfortably to the pre-op waiting room, enable flawless repositioning and safely and comfortably move patients to the recovery room after an operation. This is precisely what the new MULTILINE NEXT AC delivers.
MULTILINE NEXT AC MOBILE COUCH.

This new couch meets the patient positioning and mobilisation challenges posed by the growing number of outpatient operations. It is ideal for surgical preparation, transporting patients to and from the operating theatre, positioning after surgery and deployment in the recovery room after anaesthesia. Ergonomics, functionality, mobility and patient comfort form a unique combination of chair and couch. Complete ease of access and simple disinfection ensure maximum hygiene. The MULTILINE NEXT AC can also be installed in small spaces where conventional beds will not fit.

GREINER for Outpatient Surgery:

- Areas of application: Surgical preparation, post-operation rehabilitation and recovery couch, examination, treatment, mobilisation, transport
- Totally new concept in terms of design, technology and features
- Electric motor adjustment of backrest, seat and leg section as well as height (adjustment up to 900mm)
- Rechargeable battery, handles, castors and frame for mobile operation
- Emergency foot switch for Trendelenburg position, ensuring staff keep their hands free
- Independently certified product safety and superb reliability
MULTILINE NEXT AC MOBILE PATIENT COUCH.

Ergonomics, stability, mobility and safety combine to create the perfect solution for outpatient surgery. Access to the chair coupled with comfortable cushioning ensure patients and carers remain calm and composed at all times, even in stressful and critical situations. The powerful battery maintains mobility and safety for many hours, while adjustment to the appropriate table height and patient positioning to operation height ensure proper ergonomics. The two fully retractable armrests, which can easily be operated with one hand, ensure safe resting and transporting as well as ideal access when repositioning.
Comfort, functionality and ergonomics.

With stepless motorised adjustment and intelligent and intuitive operation via the selection and control keys of the GREINER control element, the MULTILINE NEXT AC mobile patient couch delivers outstanding seated and reclining comfort in all situations. From seated and relax positions to the flat bed position and emergency Trendelenburg position, the couch quickly and smoothly moves to any required or preferred position at the touch of a button.

The GREINER design concept makes it easy for carers and patients alike to use the four motors for the backrest, seat and leg sections and height adjustment (up to 900mm) efficiently. The couch is mobile, stable and secure.
MULTILINE NEXT AC. NEW LEVEL OF COMFORT FOR OUTPATIENT SURGERY.

GREINER gives you the opportunity to individualise treatment couches according to your precise needs. For example, you can choose your preferred upholstery colour from the broad colour chart. Covering materials, which have a biocompatible surface, are resistant to urine and blood, scratch-proof, heat resistant and impervious to disinfectants and soiling. Equipment and accessories are designed with attention to detail.
MULTILINE NEXT AC: Equipment and accessories

Product Codes (treatment chair & inclusions - listed below)
- CHT1000350 - Multiline NEXT AC - Navy Blue Vinyl

Equipment
- Head rest, sliding and removable
- Central braking system, one wheel with directional stability
- Foot switch/emergency switch
- Battery pack, includes storage tray and charging lead
- Head cushion
- Emergency foot switch

Accessories
- Standard rails
- Handle, rubber-coated
- Infusion pole
- Wall charging point
- Replacement battery
- LED reading light
- Infusion pole holder, pivoted, one-handed operation

Dimensions and technical data
- Chair upright (floor space) 1070 x 770 mm
- Recline position (floor space) 2000 x 770 mm
- Total width 770 mm
- Surface in reclined position (L x W) 2000 x 600 mm
- Thickness of padding 90 mm
- Armrest (L x W) 730 x 70 mm
- Access height 580 mm
- Height adjustment 320 mm (580 - 900 mm)
- Castor diameter 125 mm (1 directional)
- Backrest - 5° to 78°
- Seat section 0° to 22°
- Leg section 0° to 90°
- Maximum patient weight 220 kg
- Weight of couches 128 kg
- Voltage 100-240 V/50-60 Hz
- Battery performance 24 V DC, 1 x 2.9 Ah (up to 40 movements)

Seated and reclining comfort
Comfortable, 600 mm wide upholstery for pre- and post-operative waiting and recovery times

Minimal space requirement
Normal chair position with 90° angle of leg section, perfect for access at a height of 580 mm; minimal space requirement

Direction
One adjustable wheel for precise mobility in a straight line

Hygiene
Compliance with stringent regulations, ease of access, clean surface finish, tested surfaces, sparing use of seams

Ergonomics
Flush upholstery plus fixed and retractable armrests for simple repositioning before and after surgery

Mobility
125 mm castors for comfortable transporting, central braking system

Greiner
GREINER treatment couches are independently tested and certified

IEC60601-2-52 Compliant
Multiline is registered in the ARTG, AUST R ARTG 288974
GERMAN DESIGN AND QUALITY

Made by GREINER means made in Germany. GREINER has been supplying products for the medical field since the 1970s. A consistently high standard is applied in the development and production of GREINER couches. The same applies to our range of services. We achieve this by translating our flair for innovation into fully automated processes and handmade quality. High standards in design, materials, engineering and ergonomics combined with client-oriented flexibility make GREINER a partner to quality-conscious customers at the highest level.

we design quality.

Agreeably health-promoting seating has motivated us since 1922. For decades we have been making high-quality, technically sophisticated equipment within the medbest range. Our innovative chairs for examination, dialysis, oncology, blood sampling, care and transport are all made in Germany. Our quality commitment is verified by an independently audited quality assurance system: GREINER is certified under DIN EN ISO 9001 and 13485.
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